
 

  Third Grade News   
Week of September 16th-20th 

Language Arts 
  

During shared reading, we began discussing and        
applying main idea and key details with third        
grade. Here are a few strategies that you can         
use to find main idea at home! 

1. Ask “what is the text MOSTLY about?” 
2. Look at titles and headings 
3. Look at the pictures 
4. Look for words used more than once 
5. Check the first and last sentences 

In writing this week we started off by adding          
details into our writing. We began with basic        
sentences and added details one at a time until         
we created interesting and descriptive sentences! 
Later in the week we brainstormed what you         

might see, hear, feel, smell, and taste during the         
fall season. We used all of these ideas to         
create a fall senses writing piece. It was so         
fun hearing all of the things that remind our         
students of fall!  

Math 
Math this week we moved from addition        

to subtraction with multi digit numbers.      
Some of these numbers needed     
ungrouping in order to solve them. Now       
that we have practiced both addition and       
subtraction, students have to be careful      
and check which operation to use in word        
problems. Look for key words such as       
total and altogether for addition. For      
subtraction, look for words such as fewer       
and left. 
 

Other News 
 

West has raised over $21,700 so far through 
Orange Ruler! Our fundraiser is almost over so 
be sure to turn any donations in by Wednesday 
the 25th.  Please continue sending email invites 

and share via Facebook. 
 

Please See the link below if you are interested 
in volunteering in your child’s classroom this year. 
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0a4ca8a92da5fe

3-west  

Science/Social Studies 
In science, third grade continued the Ideas        

and Inventions unit. This week, we learned about        
chromatography that separates pigments in ink to       
reveal all of the colors inside. Third graders        
were challenged to test a few different markers        
to match a mystery marker. Ask your child if         
they were able to match the marker and how         
they knew it was the correct one. This is an          
experiment that you can even try at home! 

Important Dates 
 
● Wed. 9-25: Early Release  

 Orange Ruler Donations Due 
● Thur. 9-26: Orange Ruler Fun Run 
● Fri. 10-4:  Parents can begin scheduling 
conferences on Synergy 
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